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Law firms must change their business models to serve clients in a more ‘collaborative’ way
TMT clients are ‘volatile, fast evolving and constantly question their strategy’, so their legal advisers have to be
permanently available to solve problems that are seldom ordinary

The fast-developing nature of the TMT sector means law firms will have to change their business models on order to serve clients in a more ‘collaborative, informal and pragmatic’
manner, according to Carina Branco, Counsel at PBBR in Lisbon, Portugal.

“TMT has continued to grow in Portugal; however, major TMT clients continue to be pressured by fast-evolving players eager to penetrate the market, and they also have the pressure of having to be innovative in order to
try and cope with the constant evolution,” she says.

“Some of our major clients with very high recurring IT costs are now being challenged by newer solutions that promise to replace old concepts with more flexible, adaptable and balanced cloud solutions.”

As a result, TMT lawyers are having to change their strategies and their business models in order to serve their clients. “All in all, lawyers tend to be very traditional, says Branco. “However, the issue is not just about
technology we use (or resist using), it’s more to do with the way we work,” she explains. “TMT clients challenge us to be more collaborative, more informal, more straight to the point and pragmatic. Why? Because they
just do not have the time.”

Unlike clients from other sectors, TMT clients are “particularly volatile, fast evolving and constantly questioning their solutions, their goals and their strategy”, says Branco.

She adds: “It means we constantly have to be there because their problems are seldom ordinary and recurring.” Consequently, the TMT sector is now prompting Portuguese law firms to question their ways of doing
business. “I believe the traditional law firm pyramid has gone, and soon we will have to re-design our business model,” says Branco.

“And probably one of the most dramatic challenges ahead is that the hourly-rate model is under threat.”

